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ABSTRACT
Objective: The objective of this research was to develop Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in combination with multivariate analysis
of partial least square (PLS) regression for quantitative analysis of stevioside and rebaudioside A in S. rebaudiana leaves extract.

Methods: Stevia rebaudiana leaves with various ages were obtained from several high hills in Central Java, Indonesia. The extract samples were
scanned using FTIR spectrophotometer in wavenumbers region of 4000–650 cm-1. PLS calibration model was established by plotting the actual
value of stevioside and rebaudioside A as determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and FTIR predicted value. The
performance of PLS regression was evaluated using coefficient determination (R2), root mean square error of calibration (RMSEC), root mean
square error of prediction (RMSEP).
Results: PLS regression for stevioside determination was successfully established using the combined wavenumber region of 671–1450 and 32793301 cm-1. PLS regression revealed R2of 0.9952with RMSEC value of0.84%. Meanwhile, rebaudioside A was determined at wavenumber region of
921–1508 cm-1using normal spectra. PLS model revealed R2 and RMSEC of 0.9911 and 0.70%, respectively.
Conclusion: FTIR spectroscopy in combination with multivariate analysis of PLS regression could be used as an alternative method for quantitative
analysis ofstevioside and rebaudioside A in S. rebaudiana leaves.
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INTRODUCTION
Stevioside (STE) and rebaudioside A (RBA) are major diterpene
glycosides in Stevia rebaudiana plant. These compounds have high
sweetness but no caloric value [1, 2]. STE and RBA in S. rebaudiana
also have some biological bioactivities such as antidiabetic [3, 4],
antioxidant [5, 6], antihypertensive [7], antidiarrheal [8], and
anticancer [9]. Due to their beneficial effects, stevioside and
rebaudioside A were increasingly used in industry [10]. USA permitted
the use of rebaudioside A only as Generally Recognazie As Safe (GRAS)
in purified extract form. WHO determine Admisible Daily Intake (ADI)
of STE of 0–4 mg/kg body weight [11, 12].

Due to regulations and high valuable economics of STE and RBA,
quantitative analysis method of respected compounds was needed to
be developed and established. Most methods used for STE and RBA
determination were based on high performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC). Both normal phase and reversed phase HPLC
and high performance thin layer chromatography (HPTLC) methods
have been developed and validated for quantitative analysis of STE
and RBA [13-17]. The lack of chromatographic separation will
influence the method validation assay. Therefore, simple methods
based on spectroscopy were developed to determine STE and RBA.

Vibrational spectroscopy in combination with chemometrics have
been used to determine STE and RBA [18] due to its property as
fingerprint [19]. The simultaneous determination of respected
compounds in some extracts or natural products can be achieved by
FTIR spectroscopy combined with PLS calibration [20, 21]. FTIR
spectroscopy offered qualitative and quantitative analyses of targeted
samples including pharmaceutical products [22-24]. This present
study was aimed to evaluate the application of FTIR spectroscopy
combined with multivariate calibration for the quantitative analysis of
STE and RBA in ethanolic extracts of S. rebaudiana.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Reference Standards of stevioside and rebaudioside A were obtained
from WAKO, Japan with purity>99.0%. Acetonitrile (HPLC grade),

methanol (HPLC grade), trifluoroacetic acid (TFA, pro-analysis
grade) and ethanol (pro-analysis grade) were purchased from Merck
(Darmstadt, Germany). Millipore filter (0.45 µm) with diameter 2.5
cm was obtained from Whatman (United Kingdom).
Plants materials and extraction

Stevia rebaudiana leaves with various ages were obtained from
several high hills in Central Java, Indonesia. Extraction was done
according to Martono et al. [25]. Leaves samples were dried using
cabinet dryer at 50 °C at night. Dried leaves were powdered. A-0.5 g
of powdered dried leaves was extracted using 25 ml ethanol 60%
using ultrasonic at 40 °C for 15 min. The filtrate was collected and
the residue was re-extracted in the same way. Extraction was
repeated 3 times. The filtrate collected was adjusted until 100 ml
with ethanol 60%. Subsequently, the filtrate was evaporated under
vacuum and the solvent residue was dried over water bath with
water steam. Extract was dried in oven at 105 °C for 30 minute.
Dried extract was pulverized and kept in freezer until being used for
further analysis.
Measurement of FTIR spectra

Dried extract was placed on Horizontal Attenuated Total Reflectance
(HATR) equipment at room temperature (25 °C). FTIR spectra of all
samples were scanned using a FTIR spectrophotometer ABB
MB3000 (Clairet Scientific, Northampton, UK), equipped with
deuterated triglycine sulphate (DTGS) detector and beam splitter of
germanium. FTIR spectra were scanned in wavenumber region of
4000–650 cm-1 with resolution of 4 cm-1 and number of scanning of
32. All spectra were calibrated using background of air spectrum as
reference. After every scan, a new reference air background
spectrum was taken. These spectra were recorded as absorbance
values at each data point in triplicate.
Determination of STE and RBA using HPLC

PLS calibration model was established by plotting the actual value of
STE and RBA as determined by HPLC and FTIR predicted value. The
determination of actual value of STE and RBA was performed using
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HPLC as reference method according to Martono et al. [25]. Analytes
were separated using Eurosphere RP-18 (250 × 4.6 mm, 5 µm) column
equipped with guard column with same stationary phase. Column was
kept at 30 °C in thermostat. A mixture of water: methanol (90: 10 v/v,
adjusted to pH of 3.0 by phosphoric acid), acetonitrile and TFA was
used as mobile phase with the ratio of 65: 35: 0.1 (v/v/v). The mobile
phase was delivered isocratic ally at 0.6 ml/min. UV detector was set
at 210 nm. The injection volume was 20 µl. Running time analysis was
15 minute. Concentration of STE and RBA were determined by plotting
peak area using external calibration method.
Statistical analysis

Multivariate calibration of PLS was established using Horizon MB
FTIR software version 3.0.13.1 (ABB, Canada) included in FTIR
spectrophotometer. PLS correlated the actual values of STE and RBA
obtained from HPLC determination and predicted value established
from FTIR spectra. Validation was performed using the leave one out
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technique. The performance of PLS regression was evaluated using
coefficient determination (R2), root mean square error of calibration
(RMSEC), root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP) [21].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Determination STE and RBA by RP-HPLC
STE and RBA have similar polarity. They differ only in number of sugar
moieties attached at C-19 diterpene structure. RBA has 3 sugar
molecules attached at C-19 of diterpene molecule, so that RBA is more
polar compared to STE. Higher polarity of RBA makes this compound
has shorter retention time than STE during reversed phase HPLC
separation [1]. A mixture of mobile phase used has appropriate polarity
to meet complete separation of STE and RBA with resolution (Rs)
value>2.00. The example separation profile of STE and RBA along with
its chemical structures in dried powder extract was shown in fig. 1. RBA
and STE have retention time at 9.283 min and 10.133 min, respectively.

Fig. 1: Reversed phase HPLC chromatogram of stevioside and rebaudioside a along with its chemical structure in dried powder ethanol
extract of Stevia rebaudiana leaves taken from polobogo, central Java, Indonesia. Time retention of rebaudioside A and stevioside
were±9.283 and 10.133 min, respectively
In general, STE is the major steviol glycosides contained in S. rebaudiana
leaves followed with RBA [26]. The contents of STE and RBA were
influenced by some factors such as photoperiod, irradiance, intra-and
inter-cultivar variations, temperature, and available nutrients [27]. The
contents of STE and RBA in various ethanolic leave extracts at different

region, altitude, age of leaves, time harvesting, and variety was presented
in table 1. Level of RBA varied from 2.16±0.26% to 16.94±0.07%, while
STE level varied from 13.51±0.34% to 45.20±6.00%. The content of STE
and RBA based on HPLC determination will be used as actual value
during PLS regression modelling.

Table 1: Level of stevioside and rebaudioside A (% wt/wt±SD) in various evaluated dried powder ethanol extract of Stevia rebaudiana
leaves (n = 3)

Sample
Bandungan

Gedongsongo A

Gedongsongo B
Pakis
Poloboga A
Poloboga B
Poloboga C
Poloboga D
Poloboga E
Tajuk A
Tajuk B
Tajuk C
Tajuk D
Tawangmangu

Variation
age of leaves (4 w), altitude (900 m), seed from Bandungan
age of leaves (4 w), altitude (1400 m), seed from Bandungan
age of leaves (6 w), altitude (1400 m) seed from Tawangmangu
ages of leaves (6 w), altitude (1400 m) seed from Tawangmangu

age of leaves (6 w), altitude (800 m), seed from Tawangmangu
age of leaves (8 w), altitude (800 m), seed from Tawangmangu
age of leaves (5 d), altitude (800 m), seed from Tawangmangu
age of leaves (6 w), altitude (800 m), seed from Gedongsongo
age of leaves (4 w), altitude (800 m), seed from Tawangmangu
age of leaves (12 w), altitude (1200 m), seed from Balitro
age of leaves (4 w), altitude (1200 m), seed from Balitro
age of leaves (16 w), altitude (1200 m), seed from Kintamani
age of leaves (4 w), altitude (1200 m), seed from Tigra
age of leaves (8 w), altitude (1200 m)

Rebaudioside A (% wt/wt±SD)

16.94±0.07
14.98±0.21
2.84±0.12
2.76±0.53
4.80±0.09
7.05±0.10
3.31±0.59
9.12±0.40
2.74±0.00
9.04±0.08
7.24±0.69
2.16±0.26
7.96±0.66
9.79±1.10

Stevioside (%wt/wt±SD)
21.48±0.94
22.12±0.46
30.78±0.08
25.71±1.34
20.58±0.06
30.64±0.26
13.52±0.19
13.51±0.34
13.85±0.45
40.62±1.17
33.86±1.74
25.04±1.17
21.98±0.06
45.20±6.00
39
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Analysis of STE and RBA using FTIR spectra
FTIR spectra of several dried powder ethanol Stevia leaves extracts
were presented in fig. 2. Wide and intense absorption at 3418 cm-1
corresponded to the stretching vibration of the OH bond (-OH
stretching) and was associated with the presence of hydrogen bond.
Absorption at 2916 cm-1 was characteristic of stretching–CH sp3 bond.
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Intense peaks at 1736 and 1597 cm-1 corresponded to stretching
vibrational–C=O bond. Bending vibrational of–CH bond was observed
at 1415 and 1385 cm-1. Furthermore, high intense peaks at 1030 and
1065 cm-1 corresponded to C-O derived from steviol glycoside and was
characteristic absorption band of the glycosidic bond. Finally, peaks at
891 cm-1 and 814 cm-1 were recognized to bending vibration of =CH
and =CH 2 bonds, respectively [28].

Fig. 2: The FTIR spectra of dried powder ethanolic stevia leaves extracts scanned at mid infrared region (4000-650 cm-1). X-axis:
Wavenumbers and Y-axis: response (absorbance)
Table 2: FTIR spectra preprocessing and PLS regression models in selected wavenumber region for stevioside determination (n = 3)
Analytes
Stevioside
Rebaudioside A

Pre-processed spectra
Original
2nd derivatif
SNV
MSC
Original
2nd derivatif
SNV
MSC

Selected wave number region (cm-1)
1068-1539
848-1489
756-1639
671-1450
921-1508
891-1458
899-1531
841-1820

SNV = Standard Normal Variate; MSC = Multiplicative Scatter (or Signal) Correction.

During analysis using FTIR spectra, undesired features that can be
raised from noise and systematic behavior need to be eliminated.
Pre-processing spectra could eliminate undesired features of FTIR
spectra. Initially, spectra were pre-processed using transformation
of standard normal variate (SNV), multiplicative scatter (or signal)
correction (MSC), and second derivatives. Optimization of PLS model
on different pre-processing spectra established the different PLS
models. The pre-processing spectra selected were based on their
ability to provide high coefficient determination (R2) and minimum
value of RMSEC on selected wavenumber region. Pre-processed
spectra of MSC revealed better PLS regression model at
wavenumber region of 671–1450 cm-1 for STE analysis, while
original spectra offered better PLS regression model at selected
wavenumber region (930–1520 cm-1) for RBA determination. Table
2 presented the optimization of pre-processing spectra during PLS
modeling for STE and RBA analyses, respectively.
Validation of PLS regression model was done using leave-one-out
cross validation (LOOCV) technique. After finding out the optimum

PLS regression model
y = 0.8660x+347.62
y = 0.6626x+732.38
y = 0.8393x+421.53
y = 0.9285x+190.13
y = 0.9775x+16.19
y =0.7292x+155.69
y = 0.9702x+27.26
y =0.91837x+60.53

R2
0.9068
0.9154
0.9233
0.9836
0.9911
0.8840
0.9799
0.9488

RMSEC
1.77
1.96
1.64
1.08
0.70
1.34
0.84
1.05

wavenumber regions providing high R2, one sample was carefully
removed out from the total set data and the calibration model was
built using remaining data. The method was repeated for all data to
achieve minimum prediction residual error sum of square (PRESS)
with highest R2 with certain number of factor used. In this study, we
assigned 1–10 factors to build PLS regression model. Both PLS
regression model for STE and RBA determination was established
using 10 factors to obtain minimum PRESS, highest R2 and minimum
root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV). Furthermore,
the candidate model was optimized by calculating PLS regression
model with several treatments of spectra. Table 3 presented
optimization of PLS regression model with several spectra
treatments during STE and RBA determination. FTIR spectral
treatment at selected wavenumber region could not improve
capabilityof PLS regression established neither for STE nor RBA
determination. Furthermore, synergy interval partial least square
(siPLS) could increase linearity PLS regression model established.
siPLS was optimized by screening selected remaining wavenumber
region to achieve better R2 and RMSEC values.
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Table 3: Spectra treatments and PLS regression model for stevioside determination at wavenumbers of 671–1450 cm-1 (n = 3)
Analytes
Stevioside

Rebaudioside A

Spectral treatment
Original-MSC
siPLS (671-1450; 3278-3310 cm-1)
Second derivative
Baseline correction
First derivative
MSC
Normalization
Offset correction
SNV
Original
siPLS (921-1508; 2863-2893 cm-1)
Normalization
Baseline correction
First derivative
Second derivative
MSC
Offset correction
SNV
Original

SNV = Standard Normal Variate; MSC = Multiplicative Scatter (or Signal) Correction

R2
0.9836
0.9952
0.1720
0.9712
0.5888
0.7520
0.7479
0.8947
0.8909
0.9911
0.9898
0.8583
0.9911
0.7096
0.6956
0.9562
0.8650
0.9526
0.9911

RMSEC
1.08
0.84
2.65
1.22
2.27
2.00
2.02
1.63
1.64
0.70
0.72
1.44
0.70
1.72
1.76
1.06
1.48
1.09
0.70

optimum PLS model was expressed by RMSEP and coefficient
determination (R2). These parameters were calculated from
correlation between actual value based on HPLC determination and
predicted value based on FTIR spectra combined with PLS
determination.

The correlation between actual value of STE and RBA determined
from HPLC analysis and predicted value determined from FTIR
spectroscopy combined with PLS regression indicated R2>0.99. The
correlation between actual value and predicted value for both STE
and RBA were presented in fig. 3. Finally, the validation capability of

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: Correlation between actual values of (a) stevioside and (b) rebaudioside A in ethanolic extract of Stevia rebaudiana leaves
determined by HPLC method (x-axis) and predicted values using FTIR spectroscopy combined with PLS (y-axis) at wavenumber 671–
1450 cm-1 for stevioside (a) and 930–1520 cm-1 for rebaudioside A
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CONCLUSION
We concluded that FTIR spectroscopy in combination with
multivariate analysis of PLS regression could be used an alternative
method for determining stevioside and rebaudioside A in Stevia
rebaudiana leaves. The method developed was reliable, rapid,
practice, and efficient to determine stevioside and rebaudioside A in
Stevia rebaudiana leaves extract.
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